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pared with Eq. (5), 6 =to'(-,'C'-&uC), and we obtain
the following parameters: t, = 9 nsec and C =14
x10 ' nsec '. The value of t, agrees well with
the number estimated from the time dependence
of G [Fig. 1(c)]. The accuracy of C is limited
here due to the uncertainty in the absolute fre-
quency scale.

We have measured for (d = 0 the dependence of
G upon absorption coefficient n between a = 0.03
and 0.16 cm '. Good agreement was found with
the a' dependence predicted from Eg. (5). The
parameters to and C obtained from this investi-
gation agree well with the data discussed above.

In conclusion it should be noted that the good
agreement between theoretical and experimental
transient gain allows a ready determination of
material parameters. For instance, the value of

c~ can be determined with a single laser pulse.
A detailed account of this work will be published
elsewhere.

The authors are indebted to Dr. M. Maier for
valuable discussions ~
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A theory of the relationship between curvature strains and electric polarization in liq-
uid crystals is developed in analogy to piezoelectric theory in ordinary crystals. The
theory may explain some recently observed phenomena in nematic liquid crystals.

There is currently a great deal of interest in
electric field effects in liquid crystals, especial-
ly in connection with electro-optical phenomena.
Although it has been recognized that an electric
field can affect the internal structure of a liquid
crystal by acting on the anisotropy of the dielec-
tric constant, many of the observed field effects
cannot be explained by this interaction alone. It
has been suggested occasionally that nematic liq-
uid crystals may be ferroelectric, which would
aid in explaining some of the unusual field ef-
fects. However, the generally accepted symme-
try properties of nematic and cholesteric liquid
crystals are incompatible with ferroelectricity. '
In this Letter, another kind of interaction be-
tween an electric field and liquid-crystal struc-
ture is shown to be compatible with the symme-

try properties generally attributed to liquid crys-
tals, and it is shown how this interaction can ex-
plain some unusual effects observed in nematic
liquid crystals.

Frank has demonstrated through symmetry ar-
guments the intrinsic relationship between splay
strains and electric polarization in liquid crys-
tals; both splay and polarization are manifesta-
tions of polar symmetry. ' In his curvature elas-
tic theory of liquid-crystal structure, Frank
shows that if there is an intrinsic polarity in the
molecular ordering of a liquid crystal, then that
liquid crystal in its lowest energy structure will
tend to be uniformly splayed and ferroelectric.
He notes also that since no continuous three-di-
mensional structure can contain uniform splay,
this polar liquid crystal would have a fine domain
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structure, with approximately optimum splay in
each domain, and would be space charged as
well as surface charged.

An extension of Frank's ideas is the considera-
tion of cases in which a nonpolar liquid crystal is
neither spontaneously splayed nor ferroelectric,
but either splay or polarization is externally in-
duced in the structure by mechanical stress or
an electric field, respectively. By changing the
symmetry of the system from nonpolar to polar,
the presence of splay will then induce polariza-
tion, or vice versa. The effects should be strong-
est in systems whose molecules possess a large
shape polarity as well as a large permanent di-
pole moment parallel to their long dimension.
In the absence of external influences, such a
system can form an ordinary liquid crystal in
which the molecules are randomly oriented, end

for end, so that the average structural symme-
try is nonpolar. However, splay will polarize
the substance by acting on the shape polarity,
and an electric field will splay the structure by
aligning the permanent dipole moments. Such a
case is shown schematically in Figs. 1(a) and
1(b) .

One can set up a formal theory of these electro-
mechanical effects in liquid crystals in exact
analogy to piezoelectric theory in ordinary crys-
tals, although the physical origins of the effects
and the strains involved in the two cases are en-
tirely dissimilar. ' The notation and definitions
of curvatures in liquid crystals given here follow
those in Frank's detailed discussion of curvature
elastic theory. '

The local structure of a liquid crystal is as-
sumed to have uniaxial symmetry, the symmetry
axis at a point being parallel to the direction of
preferred orientation of the molecules near that
point. If the local symmetry axis is denoted by a
unit vector L, then the structure of the liquid
crystal is given by specifying L as a function of
position throughout the liquid crystal. In terms
of a local Cartesian coordinate system (x,y, z)
in which L =z at the origin, one can define the
curvature strains at the origin as the nonzero
spatial first derivatives of L:

splays, a =sL /sx, a =sL /sy;1 z ' 5 y

bends, a =aL /sz, a =sL /ez;

twists, a =BL /sy, a =8L /sx.
x ' 4 y

It will be useful to define splay and bending vec-
tors:

S —= (a, +a,)L = L(V L),

B—= (a~+aay") =(L V)L.

A differential change in the internal energy den-
sity at the origin of this local coordinate system,
including only curvature and electric effects, is
given by

dU=t. da. +(1/4w)E dD, i =1 to 6,
g n n'

The t; are torques conjugate to the curvatures
ai, and E and D are the electric field and dis-
placement. In terms of these variables alone,
one can define three other thermodynamic poten-
tials to derive piezoelectric equations for any
pair of independent variables, one electric and
one mechanical.

Considering the independent variables a; and
E, one can use the "electric enthalpy" HE = U
-D E/4w to derive the equations for a nematic
liquid crystal:

sH /sa. =t =k. . a, -e. &,E i i ij j in n'

a
4wSH /8& =D -=4we. a. +e F.E n n in i nm

FIG. 1. (a) and (c) Unstrained nematic structures
containing polar molecules. (b) Splayed structure in
which splay and polarization are coupled by the wedge
shape of the molecule. (d} Bent structure in which the
bending and polarization are coupled by the crescent
shape of the molecule.

The piezoelectric coefficient e;„appears twice
because of a Maxwell relation.

The kijE are the curvature elastic constants at
constant E. Ignoring second-order effects, they
are the same as the k;j discussed by Frank, who
has derived the general form of the nematlc kij
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matrix from the symmetry properties of the lo-
cal nematic structure. These symmetry proper-
ties include infinite rotational symmetry about

L, twofold rotational symmetry about all axes
perpendicular to L, and reflection symmetry in

planes parallel or perpendicular to L. This sym-
metry gives e only two independent nonzero ele-
ments, e«and exx =e&&.

The piezoelectric tensor has only four nonzero
elements, two of which are independent. The ele-
ments e lz = e 5z describe the interaction discussed
earlier between splay strains and polarization
parallel to L. The elements e3~ =e@ describe
the interaction between bending and polarization
perpendicular to L, a result not immediately evi-
dent from Frank's discussion. This bending ef-
fect would be most evident in systems containing
bananalike molecules with a permanent dipole
moment perpendicular to the long dimension of
the molecule, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).
For many applications it is useful to express D

in a coordinate-free form, which can be done us-
ing the vectors 8 and 8:

D=4me S+4we 8 +e LxExL+e L(E L).
lz 3x xx zz

The local structure of a cholesteric liquid
crystal is believed to be the same as that of the
nematic except that it lacks reflection symmetry.
However, the general form of the piezoelectric
tensor is the same for both nematic and choles-
teric. In smectic liquid crystals, which may
have the point symmetry of either the nematic
or the cholesteric crystals, bending is generally
unallowed because of the layer structure of these
materials. However, the splay effects shouM
still occur.

Because the strains involved in the liquid-crys-
tal piezoelectric effects are curvatures rather
than the tensile and shear strains that are in-
volved in the usual homogeneous field crystal pi-
ezoelectric effects, the geometric aspects of the
liquid-crystal effects are entirely different from
the geometry of the usual crystal effects. For in-
stance, a crystal structure with a center of sym-
metry exhibits no homogeneous-field piezoelec-
tric effects, while a liquid crystal with a center
of symmetry is piezoelectric in the sense dis-
cussed here. Since the strains are curvatures,
V P, in which P is the polarization, is seldom
zero, so that strained structures are usually
space charged. This produces internal sources
of electric fields which may not be negligible in
their effects, and which therefore complicate the
calculation of equilibrium structures and polar-

izations. Also because the strains are curva-
tures, the field-induced structural changes can
be quite complex, and often reach their equilib-
rium configuration quite slowly compared with

crystal piezoelectric strains.
There is one sample geometry in which the ef-

fects are very simple, that in which the sample
is contained between coaxial cylindrical elec-
trodes, and its internal structure is determined
by the boundary conditions on L at the electrodes.
In piezoelectric parlance, the sample is mechan-
ically clamped. If the boundary condition is that
L be perpendicular to the surfaces, then L will
ideally be a radial vector throughout the sample.
In cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, z), L=f. Then
there is pure splay, S =r/r. In the electrically
free case, E =0 and D=4melzS. If the boundary
conditions can be suitably controlled so that L
=0, one has a case of pure bend, B= r/r, and-
D =4me3xB. Note that in this geometry V P =0,
so the polarization produces only surface charge,
making this case analogous to a plane-parallel
capacitor containing a slab of piezoelectric crys-
tal. The total surface charge per unit length of
cylinder is independent of the radii of the elec-
trodes, and this charge is given by 2me;„statcou-
lomb/cm in the case E = 0. This offers a direct
means for measuring the piezoelectric constants.
This total charge can be estimated in the follow-
ing way. Consider a wedgelike molecule with a
wedge angle of a few degrees. Then the total
360' splay of L around the cylinder represents a
radial polarization of about 100 molecules in any
one-molecule-thick ring around the cylinder. If
the permanent molecular mcment is about O. l

0
electron A and the molecular dimensions are a
5-A diameter by a 20-A length, this gives a total
surface charge of 107 electrons/cm.

There are several experimental observations
that may be explained by these effects. At the
temperature of the nematic-isotropic transition,
one can obtain a number of small (50-g) droplets
of nematic material floating in the isotropic liq-
uid. The structure of these droplets contains
two singular points on opposite sides of the drop-
let. At each singular point there is a large splay,
and there is also bending in the structure. We
have observed' that the droplets tend to stick to-
gether in chains, with the singular points in
neighboring droplets near their point of contact ~

The mutual attraction between droplets may be
due to the electric field produced by curvature-
induced space charge, which is largest near the
singular points. The material in which the effect
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electrodes

FIG. 2. Nematic structures exhibiting piezoelectric
effects. The local symmetry axis is parallel to the
lines. (a) Nematic droplets attracting one another be-
cause of curvature-induced space charges. (b) Cross
section of a field-induced domain pattern between plane-
parallel electrodes, containing alternating regions of
splay (S) and bending (B).

has been noticed (P-azoxyanisole) does have a
permanent molecular moment. One can test this
theory by observing the behavior of droplets of

various nematic materials, with and without po-
lar molecular structure, to see if mutual attrac-
tion takes place only when a permanent moment
is present. One difficulty of the experiment is
obtaining materials without ionic impurities
which would depolarize the droplets. The drop-
let effect is shown schematically in Fig. 2(a).

Another experimental observation which might
be explained by these effects is the domain for-
mation in a nematic material in a moderate elec-
tric field. ' Consider a plane-parallel capacitor
containing nematic material which in the absence
of an electric field has a structure with L paral-
lel to the electrode surfaces. Ignoring current
effects, and assuming that the dielectric con-
stant is approximately isotropic, the piezoelec-
tric effects alone will induce curvatures in the
structure when a field is present. If e1 and e3
have opposite signs, this can produce a stripe-
like domain pattern with alternating regions of
splay and bending. A cross section of such a
pattern for a dc field is shown in Fig. 2(b).

To find the exact form of such a domain pat-
tern, one must find L as a function of position in
the sample which minimizes JHEd'r, at constant
E, using the form

(L.pxL)'+ —,'k B' eE ~ S-e E-B-(1/8m)[e (ExL) +e (E L) ].] 1 ~ 22 2 33 1z 3x xx zz

For the stripelike domain pattern, far from the
surfaces, this reduces to a one-dimensional
problem. If one makes the simplifying assump-
tions that exx =ezz kii=k33 and e1z =-e3x, then

H = ,'k (d 8/dv )' -eE(d 8/dv ) -eE', -
zz

Another possible application of these effects
may be in interpreting some of the potentials and
ion distributions observed in liquid-crystalline
biological structures.

in which v is the dimension parallel to the elec-
trodes in Fig. 2(b) and 8 is the angle between L
and v. HE is minimized by 8 =el Ev/kll, which
makes the curves in Fig. 2(b) secant curves,
far from the surfaces, and the domain width
wkll(eizE) '. Because the formation of such a
pattern will involve discontinuous structural
changes, it will probably exhibit hysteresis in
low frequency fields, which may account for the
seemingly ferroelectric behavior of this kind of
sample.
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